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Maravela & Asociatii has announced the appointment of Ioan Roman to its partnership — the first

Partner-level promotion the firm has made since its establishment in 2013. Going forward,

Roman will also co-head the dispute resolution department of the firm.

Roman joined Maravela & Asociatii in 2014. Prior to that he worked for bpv Grigorescu Stefanica

as a Senior Lawyer, for SPV Legal as an Associate Lawyer, and for Studio Legale Tonucci as a

Junior Lawyer. Throughout his career, Roman represented companies active in a wide range of

industries and business sectors as well as public authorities, in commercial litigations and

arbitrations, insolvency proceedings, administrative and work related disputes, forced execution,

public procurement matters, and local and international arbitrations. 

Commenting on the appointment, Gelu Maravela, Founding Partner of Maravela & Asociatii,

stated: “Roman’s promotion comes as a natural consequence to the fact that, on one hand, he

put serious and continuous efforts into all his activities within the firm, fact noticed by all founding

partners, and on the other hand, it is a direct answer to the growth that we are happy to

experience, on an ascending curve, ever since our establishment. Ioan has obtained worthy

victories in complex situations when only through complete mastering of substantial and

procedural law principles, experience, determination, strategy, innovation and efficient team

management a difference could have been made. These aforementioned attributes together with

his tenacity and his passion for business law, make out of Ioan a great example for the type of

‘material' we are looking for in a partner.”

The promotion brings the number of Partners in the firm to six.
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